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THE ANNIVERSARY EDITION 

 

UNIVERSITY „GEORGE BACOVIA” IN BACAU, ROMANIA 

- 25 YEARS OF THE ESTABLISHMENT - 

„ACTA UNIVERSITATIS GEORGE BACOVIA. JURIDICA”  

AT ITS 10
th

 ISSUE 
 

 

„No one can live without friends, 

even if he/she possesses all world wealth”  

(Aristotle) 

 

 

2016 is an important anniversary year. University „George Bacovia” in Bacau reaches 25 years of 

existence, during which time he became and was consolidated as an important educational, scientific and 

cultural in center area of Moldova, being a true source training of professionals in various fields. The road 

traveled has not been easy, but to honestity those who honored the University, in their capacity as teachers 

and students, each by enthusiasm, competence and dedication have contributed to raising modern edifice that 

is today the University „George Bacovia”. 

Five years ago, namely in 2011, the managing board of George Bacovia University decided to found 

a magazine specific for the faculty of Law and Public Administration for the purpose to put into value the 

scientific research of the teaching staff, both at the institutional level, but also at the national and 

international level. 

Having a precise task, us, faculty colleagues, associate professor PhD Ioan Ciochina-Barbu, 

associate professor PhD Alexandru Amititeloaie, senior assistant PhD Nelu Nita and junior assistant PhD 

student Adrian Lupascu, together, have started to do the necessary steps. 

First we identified the legal basis, then by making some visits to other Law Faculties in the country 

(Alexandru Ioan Cuza University and Mihail Kogalniceanu University in Iasi, Dunarea de Jos University in 

Galati, Bucharest University, The Ecological University in Bucharest and Transilvania University in Brasov) 

where we met some of the most experienced teaching staff in the field, such as professor PhD Toader Tudorel, 

professor PhD Ioan Macovei, professor PhD Genoveva Vrabie, professor PhD Corneliu Barsan, prfessor PhD 

Alexandru Ticlea, professor PhD Florin Ciutacu, professor Ph D Cristinel Ioan Murzea, professor Phd Victor 

Werter, professor PhD Vasilica Negrut, which encouraged us and helped us to continue our task sharing us 

some of the secrets of such a noble mission, not hiding us the difficulties which could appear. 

Some of the above mentioned personalities accepted with a great pleasure to be part of the Editorial 

Board of the magazine and further more they facilitated us the contact with teaching staff abroad from 

Europe and other countries activating in the field of Law. Thus professor PhD Genoveva Vrabie helped us to 

be in touch with the famous professors Rainer Arnold from the Regensburg University in Germany and 

Miroslaw Granat from the Cardinal Stefan Wyszynsky University in Warsaw, Poland, PhD, Preésident de la 

Société de droit comparé de Pondichéry, India; Aurelia Lucia Beatrice Colombi Ciacchi PhD, Aurelia Lucia 

Beatrice Colombi Ciacchi PhD, University of Groningen, Nederland; Seán Patrick Donlan PhD, Irish Society 

of Comparative Law, Ireland, Lucila Gatt, PhD, Private Law and Comparative Law University of Naples 

Sour Orsola Benincasa, Italy, Giovana Capilli PhD, Sapienza University, Italy, Gabriel Moens, PhD, 

Mourdoch University, Australia, etc.  

Certainly that, facing the proposed standards, respectively a high level of scientific research 

expressed through works that were going to be published, we solicited and we got the collaboration of other 

prestigious collaborators such as: Razvan Teodorescu, Academician Professor PhD, Member of the 

Romanian Academy, Romania, Victor Moraru PhD, University of Academy of Science of Moldova, Grigore 

Rusu PhD, Moldova State University, Moldova, Ștefan Belecciu PhD, Stefan cel Mare Police Academy, 

Moldova, Josef Hajdu PhD, University of Szeged, Hungary; Vlad Barbu PhD, Alexandru Ioan Cuza Police 
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Academy, Buchareast, Romania, Alexandru Boroi Ph D, Alexandru Ioan Cuza Police Academy, Buchareast, 

Romania, Stancu Șerb PhD, Alexandru Ioan Cuza Police Academy, Buchareast, Romania, Ionel Bostan PhD, 

Stefan cel Mare University in Suceava, Romania, Tanase Joița PhD, Spiru Haret University in Brașov, 

Romania, Verginia Vedinaș PhD University of Bucharest, Romania. 

After fulfilling all the formalities, respectively establishing the Editorial Board, the Editing Board, 

the registration at the National Library etc., we started to work for the first issue of the „Acta Universitatis 

George Bacovia. Juridica” Magazine, which appeared in June 2012. 

From this date on there were published, in the 10 issues appeared until December 2016 over 200 

articles, representing the same number of research themes, structured in the fields of Public Law, Private law, 

European Law, International and Doctrines also. 

In the pages of the „Acta Universitatis George Bacovia. Juridica” Magazine there published articles 

have a high level of scientific research great personalities of the legal field but also young PhD students 

combining thus the seniors experience with the tenacity of young researchers. 

Having as model the sayings of professor PhD Cristinel Ioan Murzea, expressed in numerous hours 

of discussion on the issue of the importance of law within the society, according to which “being the creation 

of the spirit, law is not a pure mirror of the reality. It starts from realities, but it assimilates them, labouring 

them conceptually”, even from the beginning of the first issue the Editing Board aimed to promote within the 

contents of the magazine articles with a certified scientific value, a fact that made possible the indexation of 

the magazine within the international data bases such as SCIPIO, C.E.E.O.L., ProQuest and EBSCO.  

The Editing Board will be preoccupied to enlarge the scientific prestige of the magazine as later on it 

could be indexed in more international data bases, but also for ISI, as far as possible, and impact factor, 

calculated and published by Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports. 

 

At the end of these lines we want to thank to all the members of the Editorial Board and to all our 

collaborators, internal or external ones, for the high efforts done and express our desire and hope of a future 

fruitful experience. 

 

At the same time we want to thank to the managing Board of „George Bacovia” University in Bacau 

for the financial support in the semester appearance of the magazine. 

 

Paraphrasing Aristotle, as „no one can live without friends even if he/she possesses all world wealth”, 

we also can not live without you, dear collaborators of the „Acta Universitatis George Bacovia. Juridica” 

Magazine.  

 

 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY „GEORGE BACOVIA” UNIVERSITY! 

 

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY „ACTA UNIVERSITATIS GEORGE BACOVIA. JURIDICA”!  

 

 

The Editorial Board 
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